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Worksheet 3. 7 possessive adjectives answers

Click here to download this exercise in PDF (with answers) Review the explanation on possessive adjectives and possessive pronouns here Do you need more practice? Get more Perfect English Grammar with our courses. Content Index (Before doing the exercises you may want to read the lesson on possessive adjectives) Related
materials: Possessive adjectives. Quality ESL grammar worksheets, quizzes and games - from A to Z - for teachers &amp; learnersPOSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES Grammar Reference ChartSubject &amp; Object Pronouns/Possessive adjectives &amp; pronouns Printable charts for students (or for teachers - use as a class teaching aid!)
SUGGESTIONS Email this grammar reference diagram to your students if you know their email addresses, or post it on your class website. GrammarQuiz Possessive Adjectives &amp; Pronouns / Subject &amp; Object Pronoun16 Multiple Choice Questions; with ANSWER KEY and percentage conversion diagramIntermediat
LevelApproximately 15 minutes FREE Download Grammar crossword puzzle: Possessive adjectives &amp; pronouns / Subject &amp; Object pronoun32 word objects; with ANSWER KEY Approximately 30 minutesIntermediat Level FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS Have your students follow up on this activity by writing a short
story using at least 5 or 10 of these words. Grammar Worksheet Possessive Adjective18 sentences (fill in the gaps to complete each sentence); with ANSWER KEY Intermediat LevelApproximately 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS Before you give this worksheet to your students, review and discuss the various
possessive adjectives. It may help to make two columns on the board. In the left column, write: I, you, he, she, it, we, they. In the right column, just type mine and then evoke the remaining possessive adjectives. Note the difference in meaning between yours and you are (= you are); and its and it is (= it is). Wrap-up by allowing students to
compare answers with classmates, and then select one or two students to write their answers on the board: (1) spring; (2) yours, etc. Correct and discuss and mistakes. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Discussion Possessive AdjectiveStudent 'A' version and Student 'B' version, each with 10 different discussion questions. Lower Mid-
LevelApprolöst 20 minutes FREE DOWNLOAD ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONS Have your students seated in pairs and make sure they don't look at each other's papers. After they are ready, have them change the paper and continue again; then, stand up and talk to two or three classmates and ask two questions: (1) Who were you talking
to? (2) What interesting things did you find out about him/her? (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) minutes.)
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